
❑ Compile two audio datasets to serve as 
covers and as encoded payloads.

❑ Extract mel spectrogram feature from 
audio samples.

❑ Train system on cover and payload 
datasets.

❑ Optimize reconstruction error and 
generator performance.

❑ Tune parameters until network 
convergence
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Background

❑ Steganography is the practice of concealing information. 
❑ Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) use pairs of neural 

networks that seek opposing subcomponents of a goal.
❑ GANs have shown promise for applications in image 

steganography.
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Generative Adversarial Networks for Audio Steganography

Research Challenges
❑ Network convergence and stability: 
○ GAN generator and discriminator have delicate balance
○ Requires careful selection of hyperparameters

❑ Audio transparency and non-locality

❑ Coding environment: 
○ Reliance on Google Colaboratory environment
○ Limited computation time, memory, RAM, and resources

Objectives
❑ Explore usage of GANs in audio steganography

❑ Implement “generator-discriminator” pair for 
steganographic cover generation

❑ Integrate a third network with the GAN to recover data

❑ Use perceptual representation to qualify quality of 
generated and recovered data

❑ Use mean squared error to quantify quality of recovered 
data

❑ Ability to generate samples that are highly similar to cover set and ability to reconstruct payload 
with high fidelity were achieved. 

❑ Future work will allow for manipulation of more complex audio samples.

Fig R-1: Payload Fig R-2: Reconstructed 
Payload

Fig R-4: Generated CoversFig R-3: Real Covers

Fig B-1: Example architecture for Deep Convolutional GAN [3]

Fig R-5: Generator Loss Plot

Fig R-6: Decoder Loss Plot

https://github.com/eriklindernoren/Keras-GAN#ac-gan

